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CREATIVE CONNEXIONS > SVIDesign, London, UK > creative director Sasha Vidakovic > design Sasha Vidakovic, Ian Mizon
> www.svidesign.com

ARGO > Wallstreet Different Creature, Krakow, Poland > creative director Bartek Kozlowski > designer Sebastian Ścigalski
> www.wallst.pl

> Stationery system for a UK Government initiative to connect British creative industry with business opportunities in China and India.
> Stationery system for a UK Government initiative to connect British creative industry with business opportunities in China and India.

> CI for landscaping company Argo Atelier. > CI for landscaping company Argo Atelier.
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ART TRAFFIC > A Graphic Practice, Berlin, Germany > creative direction & design Shane McGuigan > www.agraphicpractice.com
> Art Traffic approached A Graphic Practice with a brief not much greater than “we need a logo for our new business, can you help us”.
Through consultation it became clear that Art Traffic had a greater interest in new art and new artists rather than that of traditional painting
and crafts. Before we even considered the Art Traffic identity we helped them develop and define their business model as being a young
and contemporary organisation positioning itself with undiscovered artists and immersed in the buying, selling and promotion of those
artists art. The logo itself had certain criteria to fulfil; to reflect Art Traffics’ connectivity with new artists, reflect the energy and the
buying and selling nature of the business whilst also being a recognisable and aspirational mark artists would wish to be associated
with. The decision to create a logotype was to help cut through the visual clutter of the art inevitably surrounding it, the diagonal lines
represent the energy, movement and networking involved in the buying and selling of the art and the decision to use black and white was
to provide a point of difference in an environment predominantly infused with colour. Believing that the logo alone would not be enough
to tell the “Art Traffic” story AGP created the tag line “Discover Future Talent” whilst secondary to the logo this slogan defines what Art
Traffic is all about, has created an alternative angle to competitors, encouraged younger artists looking for a platform to get involved and
sparked the imagination of people who may never have thought about investing in art. > Art Traffic approached A Graphic Practice with a
brief not much greater than “we need a logo for our new business, can you help us”. Through consultation it became clear that Art Traffic
had a greater interest in new art and new artists rather than that of traditional painting and crafts. Before we even considered the Art
Traffic identity we helped them develop and define their business model as being a young and contemporary organisation positioning itself
with undiscovered artists and immersed in the buying, selling and promotion of those artists art. The logo itself had certain criteria to fulfil;
to reflect Art Traffics’ connectivity with new artists, reflect the energy and the buying and selling nature of the business whilst also being a
recognisable and aspirational mark artists would wish to be associated with. The decision to create a logotype was to help cut through the
visual clutter of the art inevitably surrounding it, the diagonal lines represent the energy, movement and networking involved in the buying
and selling of the art and the decision to use black and white was to provide a point of difference in an environment predominantly infused
with colour. Believing that the logo alone would not be enough to tell the “Art Traffic” story AGP created the tag line “Discover Future Talent”
whilst secondary to the logo this slogan defines what Art Traffic is all about, has created an alternative angle to competitors, encouraged
younger artists looking for a platform to get involved and sparked the imagination of people who may never have thought about investing in
art.
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> www.sociodesign.co.uk

> Truth is a strategic insight consultancy offering global marketing solutions. The identity needed to offer much more to accurately
portray the dynamism and ground breaking approach of the company. The starting challenge was to use the existing logo and company
colours but develop all other brand elements. The result was a new cohesive brand direction that was rolled out across internal and
external marketing communications, acting as a visual voice for company. Clear guidelines were designed and printed to act as a staff
handbook aiding a smooth transition to the new branding, including colour breakdowns, associated fonts as well as photographic style
and illustration. > Pexxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxPexxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxPexxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxx
xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxPexxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxPexxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxPexxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxPexxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxPexxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxPexxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx

TXAPELA > Neil Cutler Design, Barcelona, Spain > designer Neil Cutler > www.neilcutler.com
> Identity for a Basque tapas restaurant in Barcelona. The ‘txapela’ hat is typical of this region. > Identidad para un restaurante vasco
en Barcelona. La “txapela” es un gorro típico de esta región.
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LUIS ECONOMISTA > F33, Murcia, Spain > designer F33 > www.fundacion33.com

EDITIONS OF 100 > Berg, Edinburgh, UK > creative director Daniel Freytag > www.bergstudio.co.uk

> Petit texte explicatiu de màxim dues linees en anglès.petit texte explicatiu de màxim dues linees en anglès.petit texte explicatiu de
màxim dues linees en anglès.petit texte explicatiu de màxim dues linees en anglès. > Identidad y papelería cuyos soportes juegan con la
base de los análisis gráficos en economía. Cada una de las piezas funciona también como material para anotaciones y esbozos.

> The Editions of 100 project came about because we were asked a number of times if we sold posters we'd designed for various clients.
So we thought, why not build an online shop for ourselves, a place where we can post non commercial projects for sale to the public.
The project involved creating a brand identity, suite of stationery and website. > The Editions of 100 project came about because we were
asked a number of times if we sold posters we'd designed for various clients. So we thought, why not build an online shop for ourselves, a
place where we can post non commercial projects for sale to the public. The project involved creating a brand identity, suite of stationery and
website.
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EIGHTEEN PERCENT > Valentine Associates, Sydney, Australia > designer Tiana Vasiljev > www.tianavasiljev.com
> Eighteen Percent is the photographic division of Valentine Associates, a Sydney-based graphic design studio. The logo was created from
a typeface designed exclusively for Eighteen Percent. A collection of negatives that had recently been processed was the inspiration
behind the typeface, and the final logo and alphabet represent qualities evident in both digital and analog photography. The typeface
and brand extension was carried throughout all stationery and helped in creating a simple, fun and informative identity. > Paxxxx xx
xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xx xxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xx xxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xx xxxxxx
xx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xx xxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xx xxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxx xx
xx xxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xx xxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xx xxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx
xxxxxxxx xx xx xxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xx xxxxxx xx xxxxxx
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COPENHAGEN PARTS > Wolff Olins, New York, USA > designer Mads Jakob poulsen > www.madsjakobpoulsen.dk
> Naming and identity for Copenhagen based bicycle accessories brand. How do you create a small independent bicycle brand for bicycle
connoisseurs without being too commercial or too deliberately underground?
The name is of course inspired by the name of the city of origin, Copenhagen, plus the fact that people talk about Copenhagenizing a
city when talking about making a city bike-friendly.
The logo referencing to the way people find different parts and puts them together to their perfect bike/companion, graphically done in
a way that is unusual and un-commercial as we are actually "destroying" the name. This however catches the eye and makes for a memorable
identity. An identity which is iconic, quirky and red!. > Naming and identity for Copenhagen based bicycle accessories brand.
How do you create a small independent bicycle brand for bicycle connoisseurs without being too commercial or too deliberately underground?
The name is of course inspired by the name of the city of origin, Copenhagen, plus the fact that people talk about Copenhagenizing a city
when talking about making a city bike-friendly.
The logo referencing to the way people find different parts and puts them together to their perfect bike/companion, graphically done in a
way that is unusual and un-commercial as we are actually "destroying" the name. This however catches the eye and makes for a memorable
identity. An identity which is iconic, quirky and red!
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PLAYLAB IDENTITY > Mind Design, London, UK > creative director Holger Jacobs > art director Craig Sinnamon
> illustration Craig Sinnamon > www.minddesign.co.uk
> Identity and stationery for Playlab, a workshop space aimed to be a creative playground for stressed adults. The Illustrations used are a
mixture of scientific elements and random fun images. The stationery is printed in fluorescent Pantone colours while the actual logo is
just blind embossed. The address details are filled in using a rubber stamp. > Identity and stationery for Playlab, a workshop space aimed
to be a creative playground for stressed adults. The Illustrations used are a mixture of scientific elements and random fun images. The stationery is printed in fluorescent Pantone colours while the actual logo is just blind embossed. The address details are filled in using a rubber
stamp.
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MATHIAS DAHLGREN > Dolhem Design, Stockholm, Sweden > creative director Christophe Dolhem > designer Jan Vana
> www.dolhemdesign.se
> Grand Hôtel in Stockholm has created the exquisite Restaurant Mathias Dahlgren together with Mathias Dahlgren - one of Sweden’s
most prominent and qualified chefs. The concept is based on guests making a food journey including everything from reserving a table to
rounding off the experience at home with a gift from the restaurant.
When creating the logotype, we played on symbolism that contained elements that are extremely obvious for a restaurant – a fork and
spoon. The difference is that they took on more subtle import as the fork and spoon were shaped into the initials M and D. > Grand
Hôtel in Stockholm has created the exquisite Restaurant Mathias Dahlgren together with Mathias Dahlgren - one of Sweden’s most prominent
and qualified chefs. The concept is based on guests making a food journey including everything from reserving a table to rounding off the
experience at home with a gift from the restaurant.
When creating the logotype, we played on symbolism that contained elements that are extremely obvious for a restaurant – a fork and
spoon. The difference is that they took on more subtle import as the fork and spoon were shaped into the initials M and D.
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D100 IDENITY > Mind Design, London, UK > creative director Holger Jacobs > art director Craig Sinnamon
> www.minddesign.co.uk
> D100 is a modern dentistry at the Barbican (100 Aldersgate street). The identity is inspired by the raking patterns around stones in
Japanese Zen gardens and protective layers of enamel around teeth. > D100 is a modern dentistry at the Barbican (100 Aldersgate street). The identity is inspired by the raking patterns around stones in Japanese Zen gardens and protective layers of enamel around teeth.
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MOOI > SeventhDesign, Buenos Aires, Argentina > designer Bruno Siriani > photographer Mauro Roll
> www.seventhdesign.com.ar
> Möoi is part of a brand new concept in Buenos Aires: the contemporaneous food. This wave has been merged in this project with the
modern art & design to build a nice space, comfortable and very impressive utilizing a great amount of different shapes, textures and
colors. > Möoi is part of a brand new concept in Buenos Aires: the contemporaneous food. This wave has been merged in this project with
the modern art & design to build a nice space, comfortable and very impressive utilizing a great amount of different shapes, textures and
colors.
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THE APARTMENT > The Luxury of Protest, London, UK > creative director and copywriter Stefan Boublil
> designer and illustrator Peter Crnokrak
> www.theluxuryofprotest.com
> In the re-design of the apartment identity, we choose a vernacular system that embodied the notion of commonality. As such, all print
pieces (except envelopes) come packaged in bound pads of thin sheets of paper—reminiscent of classic writing tablets. The writing
tablet symbology is extended to our new website where all information (studio projects, blog entries, etc.) is compartmentalized into
dimensional modules designed to look like stacks of paper.
The new logo (featuring Lineto’s Akkurat) with its modified second t that has a serif-like ball terminal, was meant to evoke the considered
combination of a neutral sans-serif typeface with decorative-like punctuation. The mix of styles also evokes an obvious comparison of
contrasts—a common facet of our design practice.
All variants of identity, collateral feature an abbreviated list of tag categories derived from our cultural design portal—words that not
only function to organize information on our website (for example, JESUS refers to all things religious), but also succinctly describes our
cultural interests and informs our design practice. Each business card tablet is a stack of 12 different cards (with different combinations
of website tags) repeated 8 times (96 cards per tablet)—as a consequence of the structure, individuals get a different card depending on
the position in the stack.
Except for the business cards, all print pieces also feature a digitized wallpaper motif. Digital acanthus is a 72 dpi re-analysis of william
morris’ acanthus wallpaper. The repeat pattern (repeatable both top to bottom and left to right), uses 15 different pixel-perfect patterns
to distinguish between different types of vegetation. Although the piece is set only in one colour (Pantone 192) and one tone (100%),
perceived colour and tonality is artificially simulated using various densities of pixilation and varying levels of white space within pixel
patterns. This effect is of particular importance as morris’ original piece had extraordinarily subtle but noticeable levels of shading and
depth. When digital acanthus is connected in a repeat fashion, additional vine-like forms are created that are not seen within the single
panel element. The final graphic element, in stark contrast to the pixel-perfect patterning, is a thick white curved vector outline that
allows for a further separation of vegetation types. This element also creates a stylistic graphic separation from the pixel fills and as such
creates a more complete interest level for the piece.
> In the re-design of the apartment identity, we choose a vernacular system that embodied the notion of commonality. As such, all print pieces (except envelopes) come packaged in bound pads of thin sheets of paper—reminiscent of classic writing tablets. the writing tablet
symbology is extended to our new website where all information (studio projects, blog entries, etc.) is compartmentalized into dimensional
modules designed to look like stacks of paper.
the new logo (featuring Lineto’s Akkurat) with its modified second t that has a serif-like ball terminal, was meant to evoke the considered
combination of a neutral sans-serif typeface with decorative-like punctuation. the mix of styles also evokes an obvious comparison of contrasts—a common facet of our design practice.
all variants of identity , collateral feature an abbreviated list of tag categories derived from our cultural design portal—words that not only
function to organize information on our website (for example, JESUS refers to all things religious), but also succinctly describes our cultural
interests and informs our design practice. each business card tablet is a stack of 12 different cards (with different combinations of website
tags) repeated 8 times (96 cards per tablet)—as a consequence of the structure, individuals get a different card depending on the position
in the stack.
except for the business cards, all print pieces also feature a digitized wallpaper motif. digital acanthus is a 72 dpi re-analysis of william
morris’ acanthus wallpaper. the repeat pattern (repeatable both top to bottom and left to right), uses 15 different pixel-perfect patterns to
distinguish between different types of vegetation. although the piece is set only in one colour (Pantone 192) and one tone (100%), perceived colour and tonality is artificially simulated using various densities of pixilation and varying levels of white space within pixel patterns.
this effect is of particular importance as morris’ original piece had extraordinarily subtle but noticeable levels of shading and depth. when
digital acanthus is connected in a repeat fashion, additional vine-like forms are created that are not seen within the single panel element.
the final graphic element, in stark contrast to the pixel-perfect patterning, is a thick white curved vector outline that allows for a further
separation of vegetation types. this element also creates a stylistic graphic separation from the pixel fills and as such creates a more complete interest level for the piece.
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KAPULICA > Buch Design, London/Zagreb, UK/Croatia > www.bunchdesign.com
> Kapulica is a creative events agency. To present the creative nature of the studio, we used the K as the message medium. We created
dozens of K's which we applied across the identity with relevance to the specific applications. The letterhead was kept simple and official
with a varnished K, while the business cards carried a black K which could be popped open to reveal an illustrated K beneath. > Kapulica
is a creative events agency. To present the creative nature of the studio, we used the K as the message medium. We created dozens of K's
which we applied across the identity with relevance to the specific applications. The letterhead was kept simple and official with a varnished
K, while the business cards carried a black K which could be popped open to reveal an illustrated K beneath.
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HARDPOP > Face Creative, San Pedro, México > designer Face > www.designbyface.com

PRESS REC > Lucía Castro Studio, Barcelona, Spain > designer Lucía Castro > www.luciacastro.com

> Hardpop is an energetic club based in electronic music, with the best DJs and bands around the globe. The aim for design is always to
express this energy, sophistication and care for graphic style. Simple, bold and colorful. > Xxvvvvvvvvvvv
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.

> The objective of this project was to create an identity chart visually appealing, attractive, economical, easily produced and self-manageable.
Therefore this system has been established which does not depend on the printing press, using stamps and stickers in red.
The mark graphically conveys the idea of pressing the "rec", as in the logo I saw how the "press" is above the "rec", covering part of it.
And the red dot icon simulated when the cameras are rolling. > The objective of this project was to create an identity chart visually appealing, attractive, economical, easily produced and self-manageable. Therefore this system has been established which does not depend on the
printing press, using stamps and stickers in red.
The mark graphically conveys the idea of pressing the "rec", as in the logo I saw how the "press" is above the "rec", covering part of it. And
the red dot icon simulated when the cameras are rolling.
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SALINAS LASHERAS > Face Creative, San Pedro, México > designer Face > www.designbyface.com

MENGI MENGI > Neil Cutler Design, Barcelona, Spain > designer Neil Cutler > www.neilcutler.com

> Starchitects. An elegant and classy brand that reflects not only the architectural style, but also their personality and motto. Gold, black
and white all together in a minimalistic design. > Xxvvvvvvvvvvv vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.

> Visual symmetry for a restaurant with a symmetrical name. > Simetría visual para un restaurante con un nombre simétrico.
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BB STATIONARY > Boy Bastiaens, Maastricht, The Netherlands > designer/photography Boy Bastiaens > www.stormhand.com
> What looks at first glance as an image of a kid's crayon dragged over a textured surface is actually a complicated image made up of
straight lines. In this stationary I use an abstract image of entangled threads, a knot, that needs to be unravelled to get a clear line.
A metaphor for the true essence of the initial design process. Where the solving of the problem is embedded in the question itself'. Most
of the information about a person is contained in the face, as the saying goes. An eclectic imaginative rearrangement of the stationary
items turned the minimalist design ingredients into a witty selfportrait. > Pxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx
xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxx xxxxxx
xxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxx xxxxxx
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NONELL RESTAURANT > Neil Cutler Design, Barcelona, Spain > designer Neil Cutler > www.neilcutler.com
> A leaf from one of the trees in the Isidre Nonell square gave a fresh and elegant solution for the identity of the restaurant.
> Una hoja de uno de los árboles de la plaza Isidre Nonell brindó una solución fresca y elegante para la identidad del restaurante.
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IVAN HAIR SALON > G Design Studio, Athens, Greece > art directors Mihalis Georgiou, Alexandros Gavrilakis
> www.georgiougavrilakis.com
> IvanHairSalon assigned us to design their corporate identity.
Based on Ivan’s working environment, the new logo is visually “scissored out” while by using a special material instead of ink, the new
salon card feels like it is made out of hair. > IvanHairSalon assigned us to design their corporate identity.
Based on Ivan’s working environment, the new logo is visually “scissored out” while by using a special material instead of ink, the new salon
card feels like it is made out of hair.
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ARQ+ > DHNN, Buenos Aires, Argentina > designers Juan Crescimone, Lucas Davison > www.dhnn.com.ar
> We have started this project within the topography concept, studying the land and its elevation we have developed a wide range of
applications to encourage the aesthetics for this modern real estate company.
Also inspiring on architects such mihes van de rohe we have designed different businnes branches of the company, designing fences,
concrete applications, and other conceptual applications. > We have started this project within the topography concept, studying the land
and its elevation we have developed a wide range of applications to encourage the aesthetics for this modern real estate company.
Also inspiring on architects such mihes van de rohe we have designed different businnes branches of the company, designing fences, concrete
applications, and other conceptual applications.
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